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Transnational Migration from Oaxaca, the Agrarian 
Ouestion and the Politics of lndigenous Peoples 

Most migration from Mexico to the United Stares in the Twentieth Century flowed 
from the North Central region of the nation, especially from the states of Micho
acan, Zacatecas, Jalisco, Guanajuato, Nuevo Le6n, and Queretaro. 1 Small numbers 
from Oaxaca and other states in Southern Mexico participated in the Bracero Pro
gram2 of the 1950s and early 1960s, but another spontaneous and much !arger mi
gration from Oaxaca to the western U.S.-Mexico border area began in the late 
1960s and continues today. Whereas the migrants of the Bracero Program were le
gal entrants into the United States, the more recent Oaxacan migrants to the United 

States have been largely »illegal « entrants. 3 This more recent migration from 
Oaxaca also differs from the earlier phase in the much greater degree to which it 
has shaped the economy and society of Oaxacan communities, many of which are 
now truly transnational communities.4 Furthermore, contemporary northward mi
gration from Oaxaca also differs from previous and contemporary migration from 
Northern Mexico in that the new migrants from the south are generally defined as 
indigenous peoples (indigenas), as compared with the northerners who are gene
rally recognized as mestizos, i. e., biologically and culturally of mixed European 
and indigenous origins. On the basis of language, there are 16 different indigenous 

groups in Oaxaca. Of these the two largest are Zapotec and Mixtec. 
Mestizo Mexicans from Northern Mexico began to migrate in !arge numbers to 

the United States and especially to California in the early Twentieth Century, 
mostly as a result of the chaos of the Mexican Revolution. Like other migrants to 

the U.S. west coast from the Pacific Basin that proceeded them in the Nineteenth 
Century, such as Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino migrants, they found employment 
primarily in agricultural field work and in railroad construction in California and 
elsewhere. The current migration of indigenous peoples from Southern Mexico is 
thus replicating basic features of a now weil established pattern that links Califor
nia agribusiness and other industries with distant »peasant« communities in the Pa
cific Basin5

• In the last twenty years, largely because of Zapotec and Mixtec migra
tion to the north, the architecture of much of rural Oaxaca has been transformed 

by returning migrants who have used their earnings to replace houses of adobe, 
palm, and wood with structures of cement block and reinforced concrete. These 
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and other material impacts of migration are correlates of deep changes in the eco

nomies, social organizations, politics, and cultures of the communities that have ex

perienced them. 6 These new patterns require conceptual and methodological inno

vations that are comparable in scope to ehe phenomena they seek to elucidate. 7 In 

this essay I introduce and apply two such innovations: the significance of migration 

from Oaxaca for the agrarian question, and the re-examination of cultural politics 

of the indigenous migrants. 

The agrarian question 

The agrarian question, which has been one of the main issues in the anthropology 

of Mexico, centered on the class nature of the rural poor, their eventual historic 
destiny, and the forms of political organization that were best able to obtain their 

goals (see below). This particularly Mexican debate is a variant of a !arger and ol

der tension between Marxists who promoted a proletarian line and different cur

rents of pro-peasant politics that in the 1970s and 1980s were mainly expressed as 

variants of Maoism. 8 On one side were the proletarianistas who argued that most 

rural dwellers were either destined to become rural proletarians working for corpo

rate agricultural firms or that they would be forced to migrate to cities and there 

become mostly industrial workers. In either case, proletarian political projects best 
suited their class interests. In contrast, the campesinistas argued that many if not 

most of poor rural Mexicans were destined to remain predominantly campesinos 
(small peasants), and that therefore their class interests were best served by political 

projects that would keep prices for their products high - a strategy that ran against 

the class interests of urban proletarian consumers. 9 In contrast to these issues of 

class which are at the center of the agrarian question, the indigenous question raises 

issues having to do more with cultural identity. 
By the late 1980s this debate between proletarianistas and campesinistas was al

most exhausted and had virtually disappeared in the 1990s when concern wich 

agrarian issues was revived and refocused on the impacts of changes to Article 27 
of ehe Mexican Constitution which in 1992 made it possible for members of Me

xico's extensive collective farms, known as ejidos, and also for agrarian communes 

to seil and rent their land and to use it as collateral for loans. This major shift to

wards privatization of collective and communal lands is consistent wich prevailing 

policies designed to promote neoliberal reforms in Mexico's national economy. 10 

The politics of indigenous peoples 

Although not as intensely politicized as the agrarian question, debate over the basic 

nature and historic destiny of Mexico's indigenous peoples paralleled it. Whereas 
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the agrarian debate was polarized between proletarianistas and campesinistas who 
debated ehe essential dass nature of rural peoples, the indigenous debate centered 
on ehe past, present, and especially the future identity of indigenous peoples. On 
one side were those who advanced the national policy of indigenismo which pro
moted ehe social and cultural assimilation of indigenous peoples into national so
ciety and culture, and on ehe other were those who promoted the vitality and auto
nomy of indigenous communities. 11 

By ehe mid 1980s it appeared to many that the historical vision of official indi
genismo was coming to pass, i. e., that indigenous communities and identities 
would be dissolved into the mainstream. But some of us noted exceptions to this 
apparent trend. In my case, I became aware of how Mixtec migrants from Oaxaca 
were becoming conscious of their indigenous identity and actively reconstructing it 
under ehe conditions of heavy migration to northwestern Mexico and to the United 

States. 12 Then on January 1, 1994 the now famous rebellion of the Ejercito Zapati
sta de Liberaci6n Nacional, or EZLN, 1.1 exploded into national and international 

consciousness and further redefined indigenous politics within the context of the 
neoliberal structuring of the economy, of which the above mentioned changes in 
Artide 27 of the national constitution were a major component. 14 The rebellion of 
the EZLN took place in the state of Chiapas on the eastern border of Oaxaca and 
largely populated by indigenous peoples. lt was timed to protest the inauguration 
of NAFTA- ehe North American Free Trade Agreement - between the Mexico, the 
United Stares, and Canada, and as a protest against other neoliberal economic poli
cies that ehe Mexican government was invoking. 

Thus, like ehe agrarian question, indigenous politics took unexpected directions 
in the 1990s. This essay is a reflection on these two trends as seen from the per

spective of more than twenty years of observation of migration from rural Oaxaca 
to Northern Mexico and to the United States. In the Oaxacan case the two issues 
are intimately interwoven and this essay is an effort to sort them out and compre
hend them at this moment in history. 

Class and identity 

My position with respect to dass is that in its fundamental Marxist-structural sense 
it is the most important dimension of the social person . But when used more gene
rally it is perhaps the most confusing and misleading term in the social sciences. 

Most of the confusion results from failing to adequately distinguish dass from 
identity. Also, recently many anthropologists, political scientists, and other social 
scientists have given much less attention to dass and dass dynamics in favor of 
identity. 15 Such a move typically involves a failure to take into account the funda
mental ontological distinction between the referents of the two terms - dass and 
identity - (see below). More often than not, when »dass« is invoked, it is not used 
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in the deep structural sense proposed herein, viz., as a relationship of uneven value 
exchange between identities. Rather, attention is focused on what is better referred 
to as class culture or class identity, which pertains to the realm of culture, not struc
ture (see Figure 1 ). Indeed, dass as an experienced, lived condition is habitually em
bodied and expressed as distinctive and distinguishing cultural traits such as 
dialect, body language, aesrhetic sensibilities, etc., but these traits are n~t to be con
fused with class as structure and process. The current trend to do so is consistent 
with the present fascination with postmodern theory, which gives more attention to 
cultural analysis than to the classic issues of political economy. lt is true that much 
critical work in political economy on the agrarian question failed to take into ac
count cultural factors. Indeed, both the proletarianistas and the campesinistas em
ployed rather mechanical definitions of dass that neglected the cultural dimensions 
of the person and of quotidian experiences that shape identity. However, a more 
holistic and global perspective is required of a robust anthropology. 

gender 

(culture) 

(structure) 

ethnicily 

IDENTITY 

class cullurc rcligion 
etc. 

CLASS 

As Marx was the first social theorist to understand, an incisive social analysis 
must penetrate beyond surface (cultural) appearances to underlying structural rela
tions, of which the most important is the structuring of the uneven production, 
consumption, and exchange of forms of value among persons, i. e., dass relations
hips. The main point that I wish to make here is that corresponding class positions 
must also be culturally differentiated into distinct identities. Were such cultural di
stinctions not constructed and organized in hierarchies and oppositions, there 

would be no basis for class differentiation among persons who all belong to a single 
species. Aside from sexual differences only superficial physical differences, which 

are not insignificant, would be the sole basis for social differentiation. But among 
humans, the cultural construction of contrasting identities is a potential basis for 
inequalities in the game of value (viz., class relationships) that far exceeds the po
tential of biological differences as the basis of inequality. 

I therefore propose that some basic explicit contrasting definitions are necessary 
to preserve a conceptual distinction between these two terms. We can begin with 
identity, which is the easiest to define (see Fig. 1). 16 lt is first of all a cultural con-
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struction of persons and of groups. In this sense, it is like architecture and labels, 
but it may also be experienced as intense sentiments that are usually feit in contrast 
to other collective identities that one does not share. In other words, identity is lar
gely an oppositional cultural construction. 

Compared to identity, class is conceptually a more abstract feature of the person 
and most importantly, it is entirely a relational dimension of a person vis-a-vis 
other persons. The basis of this class relationship is an uneven exchange of net va
lue, and here I use value in the complex sense defined below.17 Among the most ob
vious cases of such class relations is that between workers and a capitalist, in which 
the workers produce surplus value beyond that which they receive as salary and 
other compensations, such that net value passes from worker to capitalist. Howe
ver, comparable class relations also exist in many other social relationships that are 
based on the uneven exchange of net value, such as perhaps between spouses in 
which a wife delivers more value to the husband than vice versa. Usury is another 
example. Thus, whereas identity is a cultural construction of the person, class is ba
sed in the uneven exchange of forms of value. Just as any one class position exists 
in relationships of uneven exchange with other class positions, so does any particu
lar identity exist in relationships to other identities. But the two kinds of relations

hips are ontologically distinct. Identities and relationships among them belong to 
the realm of culture. In contrast, class is a structural relationship and process that 

exists between persons and between groups differently positioned in fields of value, 
in all its forms, which are unequally produced, exchanged, and consurned. Further

more, rather than forming clear lines of demarcation into distinct groups, class re
lationships are typically complex reticular patterns of value inequality within and 
between comrnunities and even within and between families. 18 

Class, as defined above, as the uneven production, exchange, and consumption 
of forms of value by and between class positions is the most basic social and politi
cal issue. However, because of their cultural nature, identities are more apparent to 

ordinary cognition in contrast to the impersonal and often abstract nature of forms 
of value and their sociology. Identities, as cultural constructions, are thus more li
kely to enter into consciousness and to be experienced as reified features of the per

son and of groups. Thus, most people, including social scientists, are more co
gnizant of differences of cultural identity, than of corresponding differing class po
sitions and the complex unequal flows of value between them, i. e., class relations. 
And yet even more occluded from ordinary consciousness is the realization that cul
turally constructed identities are necessary to syrnbolically differentiate persons 
into uneven class positions and relationships (see Figure 1 ). 19 

Cornprehension of the interplay between class and identity requires an anthro
pology that is robust in two major dimensions. First, such an anthropology must 
give equal attention to both the infrastructural and the superstructural components 
of cornmunities. I use these terms in the Marxian sense whereby infrastructure re
fers to the primarily material basis of a community, beginn ing with its physical and 
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biotic environment and ehe technology that it uses to accumulate energy and other 
resources from that environment and to transform ehern in ways that make life and 
community possible. Also, a part of ehe infrastructure is the division of labor whe

reby different persons are assigned different tasks, ranging from manual to mental 

work. Labor and other forms of creativity and social action that produce material 

forms of value, and the presence and social distribution of that value in its material 
forms is also part of ehe infrastructure. The superstructure includes culturally and 

socially constructed identities and the immaterial forms of value that adhere to 

ehern, and ehe symbolic and institutional contexts in which they are formed and re
produced, including popular culture and formal institutions such as those of gover

nment, law, education, religion, etc. As with material forms of value found in the 

infrastructure, the immaterial (symbolic) forms of value adhere unevenly to diffe
rent persons and groups. As a first approximation, the components of the infra

structure are material, while those of the superstructure are social, symbolic, and 

cognitive. Bur ehe distinction between superstructure and infrastructure must not 

be seen as absolute, for indeed each is shaped by and continuous with the other. 

The second requirement of a robust anthropology is that it must take into ac

count changing dynamics between local and transnational conditions of a commu
nity and ehe relations between them. In the classic literature on the agrarian que

stion that was pioneered by Marx, Kautsky, and Lenin there is an implicit assump

tion that the subjects - be they peasants, rural proletarians, or landlords - live and 
work in one local area. They do not migrate. However, in the last 20 years the 

study of the impact of migration from rural communities has reshaped our under
standing of these dynamics. The main point here is that, as discussed below, dyna
mics of dass and identity are profoundly altered in these !arger contexts.20 Atten

tion to both infrastructural-superstructural and local-transnational dimensions of a 

community is an enormous challenge and full attention to ehern in today's context 

reshapes our understanding of rural and indigenous issues and our methods to 

study ehern. 

Class and identity in transnational context 

For our purposes here it is important to note that migration was not an issue in the 

agrarian debates of the 1970s and 1980s in Mexico and elsewhere. Now, however, 
in the early twenty-first century, Mexico is again the ideal context to revisit ehe 

agrarian question, but now reconsidered in a transnational context in which the 

profound importance of migration can be taken into consideration. Whereas class 
is ehe main issue in the agrarian question, the main issue in ehe debates about indi

genous peoples center on their identity. In the early 1970s the indigenous question 

was not a significant political issue in Oaxaca. But in that decade, as increasing 

numbers of Mixtecs starting arriving in Tijuana and other Mexican border cities, 
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the media started to represent them and thus inscribe them in public consciousness 
as »indigenas, « and as »Mixtecos«. 21 A similar process was occurring among Zapo
tec migrants in Los Angeles. 22 As I have noted elsewhere, these terms were applied 
to the new migrants by mestizos of Northern Mexico before the migrants started to 
think of and to refer to themselves in this collective sense as »indigenas.« In 
Oaxaca, the primary sense of collective identity during most of the twentieth cen
tury was based in the local community and a !arger sense of ethnic identity, viz. eth
nicity, was not present. However, contrary to earlier thinking about how long-di
stance migration erodes a sense of collective ethnic identity, the opposite occurred 
in the case of the Oaxacans in the north. 23 Initially two conditions were critical in 
this process. One was the appearance of Mixtec women street venders and beggars 
on the streets of Tijuana;24 the other was increasing public awareness of thousands 
of migrant Mixtec farm workers, working and living in abysmal conditions in Baja 

California, just south of the border between Mexico and California.25 Efforts to or
ganize in each of these areas led by Mixtec leaders of associations and unions even
tually began to coalesce and thus stimulate yet greater consciousness of a pan Mix
tec identity. 

A somewhat different, but parallel process of emergent ethnicity also took place 
in California where Mixtec migrants also encountered discrimination by and mar
ginalization from Anglo-Americans, Mexican-Americans, and other Mexican mi
grants.26 As in Baja California, these experiences also stimulated the formation of 
popular organizations that were based on, defined, and indeed to a certain extent 
constructed Mixtec identity.27 The Oaxacans, by appearing in the North as indige
nas, thus reintroduced the old political issue of indigenismo, but in a new guise. In 
certain basic ways the emergence of a sense of pan-Mixtec identity in the north in 
the 1980s and 1990s was a precursor of the tremendous impulse to the construc

tion of indigenous identity in Mexico brought about by the Ejercito Zapatista de 
Liberaci6n Nacional since 1994. Furthermore, as some of us have been predicting, 

Mayan indigenous peoples from Chiapas are now also appearing in increasing 
numbers in northern border cities and in California where they are coming into 
contact with the Oaxacans. They are also migrating in significant and growing 
numbers to North Carolina and neighboring states in the southeastern United Sta
tes,28 where Mixtec migrants are now weil established. As individuals and organiza
tions of these groups interact it can be expected that the chemistry of migration and 
indigenous identity will become yet more salient and complex. 

The Agrarian Question, as it was originally formulated in the classic literature 
and then debated in Mexico, assumed that the rural peasant community and agra

rian capitalist enterprises such as plantations and haciendas were discreet local ent
ities. As Rodolfo Stavenhagen

29 
was one of the first to note, until the 1970s most 

anthropology in Mexico focused on such small rural, geopolitically bounded com
munities not seen within their !arger economic and political contexts. The proleta
rianista-campesinista debate of the 1970s and early 1980s also had a similarly limi-
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red perspective. Bur by the mid-1980s it was apparene thae local rural communieies 
could not be understood without taking into account how they were continuous 
wich and affected by non-local conditions. 

lt was for this reason that Carole Nagengast and I proposed the model of the 
eransnational communiey - TNC - which as the term impl ies, is a communiey thae 
exists in and reproduces in two or more nations.30 In our case, we became aware of 
such communities, as they had been created by Mixtec and Zapotec migrants to 
Northern Mexico and to California. Moreover, it was within the context of this 
kind of community that I was also forced to rethink ehe agrarian and indigenous 
questions, for these issues come together in new ways in the context of TNCs. 

As I employ ehe concepe of ehe TNC, it complies wich the requirements of a ro
bust Marxist anthropology, as defined above, in that it gives attention to both in
fra- and superseructural aspects of the community, as weil as to its local and trans
national features. The model of the TNC is based in part on Wolf's concept of the 
»Closed Corporate Peasant Community, « which is one of ehe most misunderstood 
concepts in modern anehropology.3 1 Indeed, it is often seen as a model of the presu
med isolated local village of the earlier mainstream anthropology of Mesoamerica. 
But whae Wolf means by »dosed « refers to ehe efforts, customs, and beliefs of the 
members of peasant communities to protect themselves from ehe penetration of ou
tside interests that extrace economic value from ehe community. For, as Wolf shows, 
ehese communities are quite open and vulnerable to such exploitation by non-pea
sant interests. Indeed, Wolf's model could as easily have been called »the open cor

porate peasant communiey« for he is a pioneer in ehe examination of how value is 
extracted from such communities. But noticeably lacking in Wolf's model, as in the 
!arger literature on the Agrarian and Indigenous Questions, is a concern wich how 
migration affects such extraction and dass and cultural differentiation. 

Oaxacan TNCs typically owe their transnational status primarily to migration 
whereby high percentages of their members reproduce economically, socially, cultu
rally, and biologically in two or more nations, and consequently have dass positi
ons and relations, and cultural identities and political projects that are shaped in 
this transnational context. The TNC is thus a social and cultural milieu that requi

res deep reconceptualization of the agrarian and indigenous questions . Thus, in the 
remainder of this essay I would like to present several concepts that have assisted 
me in rethinking dass and identity in ehe Oaxacan TNCs ehat I know. 

Class differentiation and identity in the TNC 

As noted above, the basic issue in ehe agrarian question was ehe eventual dass 
destiny of rural peoples, of campesinos. That is, were they destined to be proleta
rianized, or were they going to remain peasants? If the first scenario were going to 
come to pass, then, as the proletarianiseas argued, it was appropriate for rural peo
ples to develop a proletarian political project that could combat ehe supposed inhe-
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rently conservative politics of campesinos. But if, as the campesinistas argued, capi
talism was incapable of completely proletarianizing rural people, then the dass in
terests of campesinos were better served by political projects that strengthened their 
organizations. Here it is important to note two features of the debate. First, the ba
sic social unit of analysis was implicitly assumed to be the individual, and second, 
the dass nature of the individual was treated largely as unitary•in the sense that one 
was either a peasant or a proletarian. Thus, the implicit structure of this debate was 
that of a binary opposition governed by a logic of either/or in which the destiny of 
the rural individual was to express one of these two essential identities. As I have 
argued elsewhere,32 this binary, and largely cultural oppositional thinking was not 
capable of modeling the complex realities of subaltern dass positions and identi
ties.33 The limitations of thi~ either/or logic of dass and identity became apparent in 
the case of migrants that move back and forth between campesino and proletarian 
existences. Because of their complex strategies of economic, social, and cultural re
production a strictly campesino or a strictly proletarian politics was inappropriate 
for their political needs. 

Much progress was made beyond the either/or logic of the proletarianista-cam
pesinista debate by the concept of the articulation of modes of production.34 The 
articulation model started to dissolve the absolute and binary structure of the logic 
of the individual by reshaping it into the logic of both-and. Although it replaced the 
opposition between campesino and proletarian with the recognition of the frequent 
existence of persons who were both campesinos and proletarians, it was still con
cerned with only two dass positions and their respective cultural identities. The lo
gic of articulation was thus still binary and notably absent from it was recognition 
of other dass positions and identities that migrants could move in and out of in ad
dition to those of peasant and proletarian. The importance of such other economic 
and cultural spaces became apparent to mein collecting the migration and work hi
stories of Mixtec and Zapotec migrants. Many of them who were establishing 
semi-permanent and permanent residence in the U.S.-Mexican border area were in
volved in the informal economy as street venders, gardeners, smugglers, petty cri
minals, and so forth, and often combined these activities with peasant farming or 
wage labor. 35 Such contributions from the informal economy to the reproduction of 
migrant and non-migrant families were generally not taken into account in either 
the campesinista-proletarianista debate, nor in the articulation literature. But when 
they are factored in, then the differentiation of persons is seen as more complex 
than was previously imagined. The differentiation logic of both-and is then exten
ded to a logic of both-and-and-and ... 
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From individual to polybian 

The complexity of socio-economic differentiation of Oaxacans increases in the 
TNCs which display a broader range of class positions and identities than is the 

case with more local communities. Thus, due to the wide diversity of economic ni
ches into which members of TNCs radiate they are highly differentiated among 

themselves, viz., externally. Furthermore, due to their complex itineraries that typi

cally take them into a variety of economic niches, they are also highly differentiated 

internally, that is, each person is differentiated within himself/herself into various 

culturally constructed identities and structural class relationships (see below). To 
comprehend this greater differentiation it is important to go beyond the minimal 

unit of analysis employed in the agrarian and indigenous questions and in social 

theory generally, viz., the individual. As I have discussed at greater length else
where,36 the individual as unit of analysis is inadequate for the complex multiple 

class positions and identities of most members of transnational and other contem

porary communities. By definition, the individual is indivisible - that is, it is not di
vided into smaller class units and identities. But, as the migration and work histo

ries of Oaxacan migrants reveal, they typically move in and out of multiple diverse 

economic and cultural niches. In terms of class positions, they thus experience a 

complex internal differentiation. I have referred to such internally differentiated 

person as polybians. I derive polybian from amphibian.37 Amphibians are animals 

that spend one part of their lives in one environment and the rest of their lives in 
another environment and they have different forms in each one. Similarly, polybi

ans are persons who at different time scales, be they years, months, days, or hours, 

move in and out of not just two different environments, but multiple socio-cultural 

spaces and among different class positions and class relations. Thus, with respect to 
their class positions and their cultural identities, they are internally differentiated. 

Whereas most class analyses examine how individuals are differentiated among 
themselves into, e. g., proletarians, capitalists, etc., a concern with polybians leads 
us to inquire how individuals are differentiated within themselves, such that they in 

their own person occupy multiple class positions vis-a-vis other persons, near and 

far. Indeed, given the complex food web-like nature of human class relations, we 

are all polybians. 

Proletarian and peasant politics are based on the concept of the individual and 

organized on the basis of the logic of either/or. One had to be either a proletarian or 

a peasant. But the polybian typically occupies two or more distinct class positions 
at different times of the year or the day. Thus, the question of the kind of political 

organization that can represent their interests as subalterns is complex for they 

need an all inclusive overarching identity that coalesces all of their disparate sub
identities and that represents their complex class interests. 

The polybian as a potential political subject complicates what we can refer to as 

the ,problem of the great cut,, or PGC. Briefly, the PGC is basic to political projects 
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based on the mobilization of presumably one-dimensional identities such as >pea
sant< or ,proletarian, or specific genders or »races. « The problem in such projects is 
to determine where to draw the boundary around those identities that are to be 
mobilized, versus those that are perceived as antagonists. Given that polybians exist 
in complex reticula of cross-cutting and interwoven dass relations that extend bet
ween and within the subject groups, there is rarely an objective plane of deavage in 
the realm of identity that dearly demarcates an actual dass divide between the 
members of the subject group, so defined by identity. 

The politics of polybians 

I, like David Harvey,38 take exception to the proposition underlying much postmo
dern theory that a major historic break has recently occurred and that a new theo
retical paradigm is necessary to comprehend it. My position is instead that the basic 
principles of political economy are still relevant, although it is necessary to adapt 
them to the changing historic conditions. lt is true that those whom I call polybians 
have increasingly broader and shallower ranges of associations and correspon
dingly more complex identities with which the postmodernists are fascinated, but 

the same fundamentals of dass differentiation still apply. A major problem with 
postmodern theory from the perspective of a robust anthropology is that its fasci
nation with identity diverts attention away from corresponding dynamics of dass. 

Postmodernism's fascination with complex superstructural issues - especially 
identity and its simultaneous inattention to infrastructural and dass considerations 
is a de facto politically conservative move. Nevertheless, postmodernism can be 
seen as a response to the growing complexity of identities in the present historic 
epoch. The basic issue, however, remains, and that is to relate this concern with 
complex identities to dass, which is the enduring issue of the agrarian question and 
of social injustice in general, whether it be mediated by ethnicity, gender, »race «, re
ligion, nationality, or some other identity. 

I would argue that the recent resurgence of indigenous identities and of orga
nizations that represent them in transnational spaces is a response to the increasing 
internal differentiation that they, as polybians, are experiencing. The advantage of 
the indigena as a collective identity is that it overarches all of the diverse sub-identi
ties within and among communities of »indigenous « polybians. But then after such 
a strategic decision has been made (consciously or otherwise) about what is to be 
the basic identity that is to enable social and political solidarity, the question arises, 

what is the proper political project of such organizations of indigenous polybians? 
In other words, what political issues and goals are basic to the complex dass inte
rests of most of the members of indigenous TNCs as they live complex lives in wage 
labor, subsistence farming, the informal economy, and as entrepreneurs, and with 
and without various nationalities and citizenships? lt is now apparent that the sim-
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ple alternatives of a proletarian versus a peasant class-identity of the agrarian que
stion are inadequate for the political needs of such polybians who live in the highly 
deterritorialized transnational space popularly referred to as Oaxacalifornia.39 Such 
political actors require novel political organizational forms and issues that can 
speak to their highly differentiated class conditions and geographic dispersion. We 
are now fortunate in having available two recent studies by Gaspar Rivera Salgado 
and Laura Velasco Ortiz that document the formation of indigenous popular orga
nizations that are elaborating political projects among the Oaxacan TNCs.40 Both 
of these studies record the growing importance of two major political objectives of 
ehe new organizations, namely protection of the environment and defense of hu
man rights.41 As I have argued elsewhere,42 human rights and environmentalism are 
the two most appropriate projects for polybians. For no other political issues speak 
to the diverse and contradictory class needs that are present within their highly dif
ferentiated TNCs. Although not without contradictions, defense of the environ
ment ultimately benefits everyone. And except for those who abuse human rights, 
we all benefit from their extension and protection. 

As for identity, the ,indigena< is the most appropriate, pragmatic identity for the 

polybians of Oaxacalifornia at this moment in history. But as a surrogate for class 
politics, this project, which is based on indigenous identity, is obviously limited to a 
small section of the national population. Nevertheless, human rights and environ
mental issues are universal and hold out the possibility of generalization within a 
!arger project. The Oaxacalifornianos and the Zapatistas are showing us the way 

forward in this direction.43 
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